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1. Introduction.

Let M be a closed connected oientable 3-manifold admitting an oreintation
reversing involtuion τ (i.e. τ2 — identity and τ^([M])= — [M] for the funda-
mental class [M] of M).

By Smith theory, each component of the fixed point set of r, Fix(τ, M),
is a point or a closed surface and %(Fix(τ, M)) = 0 (mod 2) (%(-XΓ) is the Euler
characteristic of X). A. Kawauchi [5] proved that for any (M, r), Tor ί/^M; Z)
£*A@A or Z2®A@A for some abelian group A, and that rank^ίί^Fix^, M);
Z2) = 0 (mod 2) if and only if Tor ίf^M; Z)^A®A. J. Hempel has proved
in [3] that if Fix(τ, M) is empty or contains a closed orientable surface of posi-
tive genus, then the first Betti number of M is greater than zero. He has also
shown in [4] that if n^M) is not isomorphic to {1} or and Z2 is not virtually repre-
sentable to Z, then Fix(τ, M) consists of a 2-sρhere or two points, or contains a
projective plane.

The auther gave a characterization of Fix(τ, M) when M is a rational
homoogy 3-sphere in [6] and, for a general M, an inequality on the first Betti
numbers of M and Fix(τ, M) in [7]. In this paper we give a complete
characterization of the topological type of Fix(τ, M) for a general M.

NOTATIONS. For a space X, let βi(X) denote the ίth Betti number and
βi(X\ Z2) the Z2-coefficient Betti number. For a group G, let βι(G)=
πmkjfliίG; Z) and &(G; Z2)=rank^1fl1(G; Z2).

First, we classify (M, r) into two types.

Proposition 1. For any (M, r), one of the following holds:
(1) M — Fix(τ, M) consists of two components and Fix(τ, M) is a closed orien-
table 2-manifold.
(2) M — Fix(τ, M) is connected.

For each type of (M, r), we shall prove the following:
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Theorem 2. For any (M} r) with M — Fix(τ, M) disconnected, we have the
following (l)-(3):
(1) TorH^M; Z)^A®Afor some ablelian group A.
(2) A(Fix(τ, M))/2+/32(Fix(τ, M))<1+A(M).
(3) /^(FixCr, M))/2+/32(Fix(τ, M)) = 1+/?,(M) (mod 2).

REMARK 1. (1) was proved by Kawauchi [5],

Theorem 3. Let G be an ableian group and E a closed orientable 2-mani-
fold satisfying the following conditions (l)-(3):
(1) Tor G £^A®A for some ableian group A.

(2) A(^/2+0^£l+A(G)-
(3) β^β+β^E^l+β^G) (mod 2).

Then there exists (M, r) such that M — Fix(τ, M) is disconnected, H^M] Z)
saίG and Fix(τ, M)=E.

Theorem 4. For any (M, r) with M — Fix(τ, M) connected, we have the
folloaing (l)-(7);
(1) Tor H^M, Z)szA®A or Z2@A®A for some abelian group A.
(2) A(Fix(τ, M); Z^Ξ/^M; Z2)-^(M) (mod 2).

(3) ΣA<Fix(τ,M);Z2)^ 2+2&(M; Z2).

(4) %(°Fix(τ, M))/2-2/32(Fix(τ, M))> 1 -^(M).
(5) XίFix^ΛO^^l+^M).

(6) %(Fix(τ, M))/2= 1 + AW (mod 2).
(7) Consider a direct sum decomposition of Tor .fiΓ^M; Z) ίί/^A ίAαί each factor is
a cyclic group of prime power order. Let u be the number of Z2 factors. Then the
number of nonorientable surfaces of odd genera contained in Fix(τ, M) is not greater
than u.

REMARK 2. (1) and (2) were proved by Kawauchi [5], (3) is obtained by
Smith theory (cf. [1] p. 126).

Theorem 5. Let G be an abelian group and X be a disjoint union of points
and closed surfaces. If G and X satisfy the following conditions (l)-(7):
(1) Tor G^A®A or Z2@A®Afor some abelian group A.
(2) β,(Xι Z2) = ft(G; Z2)-A(G) (mod 2).

(3) Σ βi(X\ Z2)<2+2/31(G; Z2).

(4) %(X)l2~2β2(X)>l-βl(G).
(5) %(X)/2<1+A(G).
(6) X(X)l2=l+βl(G)(mod2).
(7) Consider a direct sum decomposition of Tor G such that each factor is a cyclic
group of prime power order. Let u be the number of Z2 factors. Then the number
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of nonoήentable surfaces of odd genera contained in X is not greater than u.
Then there exists (M3 r) such that M — Fix(τ, M) is connected, ίf^M; Z)^

G and Fix(τ, M)=X.

Throughout this paper, we will work in the piecewise-linear category, and a
surface is assumed to be compact and connected.

The author owes the idea of βί to Prof. M. Sakuma. She is very grateful
to him for suggesting her Lemma 6.

2. Proofs of Proposition 1 and Theorems 2 and 4.

Proof of Proposition 1. We will show that if M — Fix(τ, M) is discon-

nected, then M — Fix(τ, M) consists of two components and Fix(τ, M) is a
closed orientable 2-manifold.

Let CΊ, C2,
 β ,Cr be the components of Λf — 7&"(Fix(τ, M)), where $

(Fix(τ, M)) is the interior of a τ-invariant regular neighborhood of Fix(τ, M).
Then the identifying space of Cl U C2 U ••• U Cr by the identifying map r | udc, is
homeomorphic to M. Since τ2—identity and M is connected, we can see that

r=2 and τ(C1) = C2. Hence τ(9C1) = 9C2 and for each component X of
Fix(τ, M), QN(X) consists of 2-components. In general, if there exists an
isolated point p in Fix(τ, M), N(p) is a ball, and if there exists a nonorientable
surface F in Fix(τ, M), N(F) is a twisted /-bundle over F. Hence this X must
be an orientable surface. This completes the proof.

Condider the homomorphism r^ on H^M: Q) induced by r (i = l, 2).

We may regard τ(#J as a linear transformation of the vector space H{(M\ Q) over
Q. Since (T^)2^identity, every eigenvalue of r^ is +1 or —1. Let JBf and
BT be the eigenspace of Ht(M; Q) corresponding to +1 and —1, respectively.

Put βί=dimBΐ and βT=dimBτ. Clearly, βί+/3T=βϊ+βϊ=βι(M). We
have the folloaing lemma:

Lemma 6. For any (r, M), we have

%(Fix(τ, M)) = 2(\+βl(M)-2βΐ).

Proof. Let {aλ, a2, ••-, aβ+} be a basis of Bί and {̂ , έ2, •••, έβ-} a basis of

5Γ. Then there exsists a basis {̂ , 52, " ,^+, &j, 52> '"> δ -̂} of H2(M\ Q)

such that Int(αf, Λy)=Int(if, 5y)=δlV and Int(^ , 5y)=Int(ftf., *y)=0 (l<i<βΐ,
1<J</8Γ), where Int(^j ) is the intersection number of # and j, and δ^ is
the Kronecker delta. Then we have
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and

Intft , τ*(β,))

(̂ > is the Ponncarό dual map).

Hence

τ*(flf) = -0, .

By the same way, we have τ,|ί(J|)=5ί. Hence {̂ , #2. •••, flβ+} is a basis of

JSj" and {5lf 52, •••, 50-} is a basis of J3? . Therefore βϊ=βϊ and /?Γ=/?2 .

On the other hand, it is known that for a periodic transformation / on a
compact ENR X, L(/)=%(Fix(/, X)), where L(/) is the Lefschetz number of
/ (cf. [2], p. 261). For our (M, r),

= Σ?-o(-l)' Tracer

Hence we have

X(Fix(τ, M)) =

This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. (1) holds from a theorem of Kawauchi [5], since
for any closed orientable surface Έ, β£E\ 2Γ2) = 0 (mod 2).

(3) holds from Lemma 6. Since

%(Fix(τ, M)) = -A(Fix(τ, M))+2/32(Fix(τ,

we have

A(Fix(τ, M))/2+A(Fix(τ,

s-A(Fix(τ, M))/2+/32(Fix(τ, Λf))= &(**)+! (mod 2) .

We will prove (2). Let M1 and M2 be components of M—$(Fix(τ, M)).
Then 9M: is homeomorphic to Fix(τ, M). We identify QMl with Fix(τ, M).
Let / (resp./) be the homomorphism from fί1(Fix(τ, M); Q) to H^M Q)
(resp. H^M^ Q)) induced by the inclusion map. We show Ker 7=Ker/.

Ker /Z)Ker/ is trivial. Let x=[C] be an element of Ker /. Then there
exists a 2-chain D in M such that 3D= C. Put Dt =D Π M, (ι= 1, 2). By a tiny
collapsing of A+TC^2)> we maY obtain a 2-chain D' in M1 with dD'=C.
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Therefore we obtained dim Im 7=dim Im/. Note that for any orientable
3-manifold M with boundary, dim Inline!.*: H^dM] Q) -*• H^M; Q)) =
dimH^dM, Q)β. Hence dim Im/^dimίf^Fixtr, M); Q)/2. On the other
hand, for any #elm /, τ*(x)= x. Hence Im IdBΪ. Thus we obtain that

A(Fix(τ, M))/2 = dim ̂ (Fix^, M); Q)/2<βί .

Therefore by Lemma 6,

2&(Fix(τ, Af))-A(Fix(τ, M)) = (Fix(τ,

Hence

AfFixCr, Λί))/2+A(Fix(τ,

This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. (1) and (2) are proved by Kawauchi [5]. By Smith
theory Σ A (Fix (T, M); Z2)£'ΣβJ(M , Z2) (cf [1], p. 126), and for a 3-manifold

M, Σ βj(M , Z2)=2β1(M Z2}+2. Hence (3) holds.

Recall that βϊ is a non negative integer. Hence by Lemma 6,

l+&(Λί)-(X(F«(τ, Λf))/2) and %(Fix(τ, M))l2=l+β1(M)-2βϊsl+/5ί(M)
(mod 2). Therefore (5) and (6) hold.

Note that M— Fix(τ, M) is connected and for any orientable surface E
contained in Fix(τ, M), r(E)=E and [E] C.B$. Hence

/S2(Fix(τ( M))<βϊ

and

X(Fix(τ, M))/2-2A(Fix(τ,

Therefore (4) holds.
For (7), consider a τ-invariant regular neighborhood N of the unoin of non-

orientable surfaces of odd genera contained in Fix(τ, M) and let M'=M— /&"
(7^ is the interoir of Λ/"). Then the Mayer- Vietoris exact sequence for M=
M'VN and QN=QM'=Mr Π N is as follws:

-. - HX8ΛΓ; Z) i ff^M'; ZJΘfliίΛΓ; Z) i H^M; Z) -> - ,

where /=(/1#> z'2Hί), ^Ί QN-+M' and £2: QN-+N are inclusion maps. Since the
image of s'2*; H2(dN; Z)-*^ ;̂ 2Γ) is torsion free, we see that

Γ; Z)->ίf1(M; Z) is injective. Hence (7) holds.
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3. Basic manifolds and operations.

For proofs of Theorems 3 and 5, we construct eight basic manifolds with
involutions and then introduce six additive operations on manifolds with imvolu-
tions. For this purpose, we difine the data of (M, r) as follows: Suppose
Fix(τ, M) consists of m orientable surfaces Ely E2> •••,£„, n nonorientable
surfaces F19 F2, •••, Fn and^> points, and that the number of nonorientable sur-
faces of odd genera contained in FJ9 F2, •••, Fn is s. Then the data of (M, r) is
defined to be

, s, r, p\ glf g2ί —,gm\ cyl c2, •••, cn] ,

where r=(yS1(M; Z2)-βl(M)-s)l2, Λ=A(^)/2, the genus of Ei (i=l, 2, -, m)
and cj=βl(Fj , Z2), the nonorientable genus of Fj (j=l, 2, •••,»).

Now we consider eight basic manifolds with involutions.

(1) Aλ=(S\ T); S3 is the 3-sphere. Al has the data [0, 0, 0, 2; ].
T is defined as follows: We regard S3 as Λ3U {<*>}. Then r: S3-+S3 is

an involution defined by τ(#, j, #)=(— x> —y, — #) ((x>y> #)^/23) and τ(oo)=oo.

(2) A2=(P*> T); P3 is the 3-dimensional projective space. A2 has the data
[0, 1,0, 1; l].

T is defined as follows: We regard P3 as {(x, yy z)^R3\x2-}-y2-{-z2<l}l
((x> y> ̂ )^(— x, —y, — z)(x2+y2+zz = l)). Then r: P3~>P3 is an involution
defined by τ(x, y, z)=(—x, —y, —z).

(3) A3=(S*xSl, T^; A3 has the data [1, 0, 0, 0; 1; ].
TJ is defined as follows: Consider an orientation reversing involution T'

on S2 such that Fix(τ', S2) is a circle. Then TI: S
2xSl-*S2xSl is an involu-

tion defined by τ1=τ/ X identity.

(4) A4=(S2x S\ τ2,); A4 has the data [1, 0, 0, 0; 2].
τ2 is defined as follows: Consider an orientation reversing involution T'

on S2 as in (3). Regard S2xSi as the identifying space of 5 2 X/ with the
identifying map from 52X -(!} to S2X {0} : (x, !)~(T'(#), 0), where / is the unit
interval [0, 1]. Then S2xS1 has an orientation reversing involution τ2 extend-
ing r' with Fix(τ2, S

1χS2) a Klein bottle.

(5) A5=(Nlt r); A5 has the data [0, 0, 1, 2; 2] and H^N^ Z)^Z2q®Z2q

(N19 Ti) is defined as follows: Consider (V, r) such that V is a solid torus
with Fix(τ, V) two points. Let K be a closed curve in V such that [K]=b
generates HV(V\ Z) with K f]τ(K)=φ (see Figure 1). Let Vl and V2 be solid
tori. Attach them to V—ff(K U τ(^)) as follows: QVl is identified with dN(K)
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Q

- « — is identified with - b y -

Figure 1

so that a meridian of 3FX is a curve C on QN(K) with [C] = qc—b^
H^V—N^D^K))', Z). QV2 is identified with 9N(τ(K)) so that a meridian
of QVl is a curve C' on 9JV(T(^:)) with [Cf]=qcf-b^H^V-^K (Jτ(K))'y Z)
(c and c' are generators of H^V—^K U τ(-K)) Z) as indicated in Figure 1). We
denote the resulting manifold by Mλ. Then Ml has an orientation reversing
involution and

Let F=dM1=9V and M2 a quotient space of Fxl by the identifying map
of Fx {1}: (x, l)~(τ'(#), 1), where τ'=τ\F. Then M2 has an involution r",
induced by r'. Fix(τ", M2) consists of a Klein bottle Fx {l}/~.

Let Λ^—Ml U A M2 where h is the identity map of the boundary F. Then
ΛΓj has an orientation reversing involution r such that Fix(τ, NI) consists of
two points and a Klein bottle.

To compute H^N^ Z), we choose generators of H^M^ Z)^H1(Fx {I}/
~; Z) represented by curves as indicated in Figure 1. Then we have

We can check that

, y: 2x+2y = 0> .

b, c, c', xy y: qc-b = 0, qc'+b = 0, 2x+2y = 0 ,

2x = c+c', x+y = b

£, x: 2qc = 0, 2qx = 0> .

•

(6) A(£)=(^2, T); Λ(^) has the data [1, 0,& 2g+2;g ] and Tor Hx(jV2; Z)

^Φ-ZΊ,,) (ft ?u ?2, -, ?,eΛΓ).

Let ί" be a closed orientable surface of genus g. There exists an orientation
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preserving involution a on F such that the fixed point set consists of 2g-\-2

points. Consider FxlandT': FxI-*FxI, τ'(x, t)=(a(x), l—i) (x^F, ίe/).
Then r' is an orientation reversing involution on Fxl, and Fix(τ', Fxl) con-
sists of 2g+2 points. Let Kίt K2, ~>Kg be closed curves in Fxl as indicated

in Figure 2. These curves satisfy the following:

Figure 2

1. Kly K2, •••, Kg, r(K^), τ(K2), •••, τ(Kg) are mutually disjoint.

2. Let [K^bg^H^FxI; Z) (i=\y 2, •••,£), then {b19 &2, — , &,} is a basis of

fl^Fx/ Z).
Consider 2# solid tori and attach them to JFx/— U^OK Uτ(^ )) as in (5)

so that the resulting manifold M1 has

H^Mύ Z)^<J)ly b2y ••-, bgy cly c(y c2, c2ί •--, cβ, cg:

qtct-b, = 0, qtf+bi = 0 (i= 1, 2, .. ,^)> .

Consider the identifying space of Ml by the identifying map of Fx {1} to

Fx {0} (x, l)~(a(x), 0), and denote the resulting manifold by N2. Then this
manifold has an orientation reversing involution r induced by τr and the fixed

point set consists of 2^+2 points and Fx{l} (an orientable surface of genus g).

To compute Hj(N2\ Z), we choose generators of H^N^ Z) represented by

curves as indicated in Figure 2. Then we have

asί<<z, , bit ci} c'i, t\ qiCi—bi = 0, qiC'i+bf = 0, a,— (Cj+d) = α f )

54=-4, (ί=l, 2,

«<β,, c,, ί: 2?fα,. = 0, 2qiCi = 0 (ί= 1, 2, ..
g

= €
ί = l

(7) A7(g) = (N3,r);A7(g) has the data [g, 0, 0, 0; ̂  ] ( g S Ξ N ) and

Hj(N3; Z) is a free abelian group.
Consider a handle body F" of genus g. Let ΛΓ, be the double of V and

T : N3-*N3 a map interchanging the copies of V. Then T is an orientation revers-
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ing involution on N3, Fix(r, N3) consists of QV (a colsed orientable surface of
genus g ) y and clearly H^N^ Z) is a free ablelian group of rank g.

(8) AB(n) = (N,yr)\ (A8(n) has the data [1, 0, n, 0; g^ ,?] and
« Vv w_^_ι

i = l

Consider * manifolds with involutions (M19 rj, (Af2, τ2), •••, (Mn, τ») of type
4s such that Tor tf^M, Z)«Z2f,ΘZ2ff, (*=1, 2, -, n). Note that Fix(τ, M,)
contains two points (/=!, 2, —, n). Let B! (B'n> resp.) be a τ-invariant ball in
Ml (Mn, resp.) containing a fixed point, and Bf and B; disjoint τrinvariant
balls in M, such that each balls contain a fixed point (i=2, 3, - ,n—1). Let

Af — (Mi—jBΛ U (*\J(Mi—JBi U J5ί)) U (Mn—B'n), where 9jB/ is identified with
ί = l

95,--! so that the identifying map commutes with T,--! and τf (i==2, 3, ~ ,n).
Then M is the connected sum of Ml9 Af2> —, Aί,., and Mn with an orientation
reversing involution r extending τl9 τ2, ••-, TΛ_! and τn. Let ̂  be a τ-invariant

closed curve in M as indicated in Figure 3.

M2
Mtt

Figure 3

Let τ'=τ|8Λr(jr) and M' the identifying space of dN(K)x [0, 1] by the iden-
tifying map of 9N(K)X {!};(*, l)~(τ'(^), 1), and let N4=(M-&(K))UhM',
where h is the identify map of QN(K). Then N4 has an orientation reversing
involution and its fixed point set consisits of n+1 Klein bottles.
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To compute H^N^ Z), we choose generators of Hι(M—(K); Z) and

' \ Z) represented by curves as indicated in Figure 3. Then we have

<α, , bi} ch c'i, xi} yh u, vy dy e:

qiCi—bi = 0, qicί+bg = 0, a^Ci+d+d, *=Σ bjt 2xi+2yi = 0 ,

2u-\-2v = 0, 2xi — ah Xg+yi = biy 2u = d, u+v = e (ί= 1, 2, •••,

<=*<xh zi9 ch u: z^Xi—u, 2qiZi = 0, 2%^ = 0 (/= 1, 2, — , n)>

«<«„ ch u: 2qizi - 0, 2qiCi = 0 (i= 1, 2, -, n)>

< = 1

We defined eight types of basic manifolds with involutions as follows:

(M, T) data

A [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 2 ]

A2 [0,1,0, 1 l]
A, [1,0,0, 0 1; ]
A [1,0,0, 0 ;2]

A [0,0,1, 2 ;2]

A(*) [1,0,^,2^+2; g; ]

Λ(^) [ί,0, 0, 0 g; ]
Λ(«) [1,0,», 0 ;2, 2,. ,2]

REMARK 3. We have (M, r) of type A5, A6(g) or ^48(w) such that

TorH1(M;Z)«Z2ίΘZ2ί, θ(Z2ί.0Z2ί.) or θ(Z2f/0Z2f/) for any gΦO, any

?/ΦO (ί=l, 2, •• ,^f) or any ^-ΦO (t=l, 2, ••-,//), respectively.

Now we difine six operations.

Operation 1. Consider (M', r') and some closed orientable 3-manifold N

(which may not have involutions). Let 5 be a 3 -ball contained in M; with

BΓ\τ'(B) = φ, and B' a 3-ball contained in N. Let Af=(ΛΓ-jδ')U
(M'-ίJδUr^UC-CΛΓ-B')) where dB is identified with 8JB' and 8(τ'(B))

with 8B' (in — JV). Then M has an orientation reversing involution r extending

r with Fix(τ, M)=Fix(τ', M'). Note that J/^M; Z)^H,(Mf Z^H^N; Z)

; Z).

Operation 2. Consider (M, , τ, ) such that Fix(τί , Mt ) contains an isolated

point Pi (t= 1, 2). Let 5, be a τrinvariant 3-ball in Λf f such that B, Π Fix(τi, Λf. )

=zp. (1=1, 2). Let M be an identifying space (Mλ— BJD h(M2— B2) where the
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identifying map h: dB2-^dB1 commutes with τl and τ2. Then M is the con-
nected sum of M1 and M2 with an orientation reversing involution r extending
T! and τ2. Suppose that (M, , τ, ) has a data as follows;

T!); \β19 s19 rly ρlt g1} g2, •• ,gm'',c1,c2, , cn/\

(M2ί τ2): [/32, s2ί r2) p2\ gm,+l, gm'+2, — ,£„; <v+1, <v+2, — , cn]

then (M, T) has the data

[*, *, HC, p1+p2—2-y gly g2ί ••-,£„; cl9 c2ί •••, cn]

(* means the sum of numbers which are in the same column. For example, in the
first column, * means ft+AO Note that H^(M\ Z^H^M^ Z)0£Γ1(M2; Z).

Operation 3. Consider (Mh τt ) such that Fix(T;, M{) contains a surface
Ff (i=l, 2). Let JBfCAf,- be a τrinvariant 3-ball such that B{ nFix(M, , T,-) is
a 2-disk on F{ (ί=l, 2). Let M—^— JS^U A(M2— J52), where the identifying
map h: 9B2—>dBl commutes with r1 and τ2. Then .M is the connected sum of
Ml and M2 with an orientation reversing involution r extending τl and τ2.
Suppose that (Miy τ, ) has a data as in the definition of Operation 2 (/—I, 2).
If Fl and jF2 are orientable with genera £; and^&, respectively, where j<m'<

k<m, then (M, r) has the data

[*, *, *, *; g\, g2> m">gj-l> 8j+gk, gj+l, ~>gk>~ > Sm\ Cl, C2) •-, Cn]

( v means removing the specified element). And if Fl and F2 are nonorientable
with nonorientable genera Cj and cky respectively, where j<n'<C^<^ then
(M, r) has the data

* *

Note that H,(M; Z)^Hλ(M^ Z)®Hj(M2'9 Z).

Operation 3'. Consider (M19 TI), (M2, τ2), — , (MΛ, TM) (n>2) and (M', T')

such that Fix(τ/, M^ consists of a surface F{ and certain points (/=!, 2, ••-,//),
and such that Fix(τ', M') consists of n surfaces E19 E2, •••, En and certain points.
Let Bi be a τrinvariant 3-ball in M, such that JBt Π Fix(τ, , Mt ) is a disk on F,

(t=l, 2, — , Λ), and let C, be a r'-invariant 3-ball in M' such that C, Π Fix(τ', M'}
is a disk on Έ{ (i=l, 2, ••-, w). We consider an operation similar to Operation 3
with attaching homeomorphism A, ; 95t--^9Ct- (z= 1, 2, •••, w). Then we can
obtain (M, r) such that M is the connected sum of M19 M2, * , Mn and M',
and such that Fix(τ, M) consists of the connected sum of F{ and £",- (ί=l,
2, •••, w) and certain points. Suppose that (Mt , τ, ) (i=l, 2, •••, w) and (M', T')
have data as follows;
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(Mt, τ, ) : [βiy siy riy pi cf] (ί = 1 , 2, — , n)

(M',τ'): [£',*', r',j'; *', rf, -X] .

Then (M, T) has the data

[Σ &•+/?', Σ *+*', Σ r, +Λ Σ A+ί'; ^+cί, c2+cί, -, c.+rf]
ί=l t=l « = 1 ί=l

Note that H^M; Z)«Θ(M,; Z)θ#ι(AΓ; Z).
ι = l

Operation 4. Consider (Mj, τx) and (M2, τ2). Let Bt be a 3-ball in Λf f

with 5, Π τ, OB, ) = Φ (ί = ί, 2). Let M= (M^B, U r^A)) U (M2-(B2 U τ2(J?2)),
where dB1 is identified with 952 and dr^B^ identified with dτ2(B2) so that the

identifying map commutes with TJ and τ2. Then M has an orientation reversing
involution r extending τx and τ2 with Fix(τ, MJ^Fix^, Λf^UFixfo, M2).
Suppose that (Λf, , τ, ) (/=!, 2) has a data as in the definition of Operation 2,
then (M, r) has the data

Note that H^M; Z^H^M^ Z)0/ί1(M2;

Operation 5. Consider (Λff , τ, ) such that Fix(T,-, Mt ) contains two isolated
points P{I and />I2 (/=!, 2). Let Bij be a rrinvariant 3-ball in Λf f containing
Ay (i=l, 2, j=l, 2). Let M=(M1-(BlίΌBl2))[J(M2-(B2l\jB22))9 where 9£ly

is identified with 9B2j (j=l> 2) so that the identifying map commutes with τ1

and τ2. Then M has an orientation reversing involution r extending τx and τ2.
Suppose that (M^ τ, ) (t"=l, 2) has the data as in the definition of Operation 2,
then (M , T) has the data

* *

Note that ίί̂ M; Z^H^M^ z}®Hγ(M2\ Z)®Z.

4. Constructions.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let Ely E2ί •• JEm be the components of E. Con-
sider a handlebody Vl such that dV1 = E1. Let F2, F3J •-, Fw be murtually
disjoint handlebodies contained in vλ such that the natural homomorphism

H^Vi] Z}-+Hλ(Vλ\ Z} is trivial. Let Ml=Vl- U V{. Then the double of

M19 DMly has an orientation reversing involtuion r interchanging the copies of

M! with Fix(τ, DM^)= U Vέ. Note that H^DM^ Z) is a free abelian group of

rank
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By (2) and (3), we can see that rankG— (mJr^g(Ei)— 1) is a nonnegative

even integer. Hence by (1), we can consider that H^DM^ Z) is a direct sum-
mand of G with G/H^DM^ Z)^B®B for some abelian group B. Let M2 be
a closed orientable manifold with Hλ(M2\ Z)^B. Put M=M2# DM$(-M2)
by using Operation 1. Then we can see that M is the required manifold. This
completes the proof.

Lemma 7. Let t, s, r, p, m, n, gly g2, •••, gm, cly c2ί •••, cn be nonnegative
integers satisfying the following conditoins :
(1) s<n,gi>Q (i=l, 2, .. ,m), Cj>l (j=l, 2, -,n)
(2) ί, p, cs+l, cs+2, ••-,€„ are even, and clt C2, ,c9 are odd.

(3)

y=ι
(4)

(5)
«=ι y=ι

(6) m+n- ΣSi+(p- Σ Cj)l2=l+t (mod 2).

TΆew ίAere exists (M, r) which has a data [t, s, r,p\gl,g2, •• ,gm', clt c2, •••, cn].
m

Proof. We consider the following six cases (where Σ£» — Σ& and

Case 1) 2
Case 2) 2 Σ ^+Σ ry> J+2r and r > n.
Case 3) n>r>s/2 and^)>2.
Case 4) s/2>r and />> 2.
Case 5) n>r, p=Q and r+l>ί/2.
Case 6) ri>r, p=Q and r+l<s/2.

Case 1) 2 Σ^. +Σ cj<s+2r.
We prepare 1 1— ft + Σ& + ((Σ ^y

(Σcj—s)/2 copies of A5 and Λ(#ι)>
following data

A : [0,0,0, 2 ] (| l-n+Σ#+(Σ Cj
Λ : [0, 1,0, 1 ] (s times),
A5 : [0, 0, 1, 2 2 ] ((Σ *,-ί)/2 times),

[1, 0,Λ,2A+2;A; ] (i= 1, 2, .-, m).

copies of Aίt s copies of A2ί

Now we have the

p)/2\ times),

We denote by X^~ Y the result of Operation i on the manifolds with

involutions X and F, and by X(-?- F)Λ, X— F-?- F^ ----- ̂  F (n copies of
F). Then we apply Operation 3 as indicated in Figure 4 and obtain B{ (j=l,
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B{= Λ(— 4,)(e'-I)/'-1 — A, (j = 1, 2, ..., ,)

B{=A£*- A5)°i<*-> (3 = t+1 s+2> '"• M)

Figure 4

2, •••, n) with data [0, 0, (GJ— l)/2, £y; £; ] or [0, 0, £y/2, cy; Cj] according to
whether j < s or j > s + 1 .

Applying Operation 2 as indicated in Figure 5, we obtain B2 with data

D _ Dl ^ T>2 £ 753 Z
.#2 — •"! - -"I - •»! - '•'

... ̂ El^- A6(gl) -A. Λ(£2) — - —

Figure 5

[m, s, Σ3ft+(Σ ^-^)/2, Σ 0

If 1— «+Σ& +(Σ Cj—p)l2>0, then we apply Operation 5 as indictaed in
Figure 6 and obtain B3 with data

4 f/ n-l

5 ι/ n-l

Figure 6

Σ A

y —,gm\ C\> C2>

By (4), l+m-n+Σgi + (Σcj-p)!2£t. By (6), t-
(Cj—p)l2) is even. By Assumption of Case 1), Σ ^ί+(Σ Cj—s)β<r. Hence we
can obtain a manifold with involution with the required data by Operation 1.

If l—w+Σ& +ίΣ Cj—p)/2<Qy then we apply Operation 4 as indicated in
Figure 6 and obtain a manifold with data

By (5) and (6), t— (— l+m+n— ̂ gi+(p— Σ £/)/2) is a nonnegative even integer.
By Assumption of Case 1), Σ& +(Σ Cj—ήl2<r. Hence by Operation 1, we
can obtain a manifold with the required data.

Case 2) 2Σ#+Σθ>ί+2r and
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There exist integers m' , gΊ,g2, * >gm, c{, c'2y •••>€'„ satisfying the following
conditions

2. 0<^<£,.(*=1, 2, ••.,<).
3, ί<Cj<Cj and Cj=Cj (mod 2) (j=l, 2, •••, n), and

4.
ί=l

(Note that if m'=Q, c<=3 (;=!, 2, •••,*) and cί=2 C/=*+l, J+2, •••, rc)> then

We prepare the basic manifolds and apply Operations as indicated in Figure
7. Then we obtain B6 with the following data

[w

l 2 τι2 2 2 pm

/ 2 pi 2. -

(ί/ m'=»=0, fl,=Λ -- A7(gl) - A7

Figure 7

If 2~2n~\-s+2r—p>0y then we apply Operation 5 as indicated in Figure
8 and obtain B7 with data

j—p, s, r,p\gl9g2i —,gm\ clyc2)

-*2+«--1

-ίί r T( 5 */ (p-

Figure 8

By (4) and (6), ί—(\-\-m—w+Σ^t +(Σ Cj—p)l2) is a nonnegative even integer.
Hence by Operation 1, we can obtain a manifold with the required data.

If 2—2w+ί+2r—p<0y then we apply Operation 4 as indicated in Figure
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8 and obtain BΊ aith data

r )/2' S, r, P\ gl> g2> —,gm\ ^ %> ~'> <

By (3) and (6), f— (— (l+s+2r)+w+/H-Σ! &+(./>+ Σ! θ)/2) is a nonnegative
even integer. Hence by Operation 1, we can obtain a manifold with the required

data.

Case 3) n>r>s/2 and p>2.

First, consider the numbers gly g2ί , gm, cly c2y ~y cs/2ί cs+1, — , cr+(s/2) . Note

2r and s/2+(r+s/2— s)<r. Hence, by the same

way as in Case 2), we have B'6 with data

s/2 r + Cs/2)

[«+Σ A+(Σ cy+ Σ! Cy-ί/2-2r)/2, ί/2, r, 2+(ί/2);
y=l y=5+i

Si) £2> '">gm\ c\> Cl> •"> Cs/2> C$+l> Cs+2> '"> Cr+(s/2U

Applying Operations to B& and the basic manifolds as indicated in Figure

9, we have BB with data

5/2 r + Cs/

that Σfrf Σ
y=ι y=5+

(s

(r+s/2+ί<j<n)

Figure 9

, s, ryp;gl>g23 .. ,Λ; ̂  £2, -,

By (3) and (6), t— (— (l+s+2r)+m+n+Σgi+(P+Σ θ)/2) is a nonnegative
even integer. By Operation 1, we can obtain a manifold with the required data.

Case 4) s/2>r and/>>2.
First, consider the numbers gl3 &, — , £w, ̂ , c2r) cΛ+l, cs+2, ~}cn
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Note that 2r+(n—s)>r=2r/2. By the same way as in Case 3), we have Bζ with
data

[-(l+2r+2r)+m+(2r+n-s)+Σgi+(p+Σcj+ ± c/)/2, 2r, r, />
;=1 / = «+!•

Sl> §2' '">£m> cl> C2> '"> C2r> Cs+l> Cs+2) •••) C«\

Applying Operations to B'9 and the basic manifolds as indicated in Figure
10, we obtain Bn with data

)/2, *, r, p; ft, g2, -,gm, cly c2, -, cu] .

-1 J_ A2 -*- Λ(— Λ)(C2'+2f"1)/2

(\<i<sβ-r)

Figure 10

By (4) and (7), ί-(-(l+ί+2r)+»+n+Σft+(f+Σ c,)/2) is a nonnegative
even integer. By Operation 1, we can obtain a manifold with the required data.

Case 5) n>r, />=0 and r+l>s/2.
Apply Operations to the basic manifolds as indicated in Figure 11. (In

Figure 11, B13 is created by applying Operation 3' to B\2, B\2, •••, βff , Bl% 1,
Bit2, -, J5ί2

+1+s/2 and AΛ(r).) We obtain Bu with data

0=1, 2, -., ,/2)

ι, */2+2, -, *)

, r+l+ί/2+2, .-., n)

1 Ds+2 Rr-H
, 012 , •• ,£>12

_4 4_β.

4

XI12

Figure 11
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By (3) and (6), t—(—(l+s+2r)+m+n+^Σgi+Σcj/2) is a nonnegative even
integer. By Operation 1, we can obtain the required manifold.

Case 6) n>r, p=Q and r+l<sβ.
First, consider the numbers gl9 g2ί ~ygm) cly c2ί — ,c2(r+i), cΛ+l, cs+2, ~,cn.

Since 2(r-f- l)+(n— s)>r and r+l>(2(r-f-l))/2, by the same way as in case 5)

there exists <Bί4 with data

), r, 0; gly g2) —ygm\ cly c2ί •••, c2(r+1), cs+l, cs+2, •••, cn] .

Applying Operations to B{± and the basic manifolds as indicated in Figure

12, we have B16 with data

{5 = ̂ 4(-l. ̂ )4(̂  + 2 + 2|-l-D/2-l J_

s/2-r-l

Figure 12

By (3) and (6), t— (— (l+H-2r)+m+n+Σ& +Σ O/2) is a nonnegative even
integer. By Operation 1, we can obtain the required manifold.

This completes the proof.

REMARK 4. In the proof of Lemma 7, we have constructed (M, r) with data

stated in Lemma 7 such that Tor ίf^M; Z)^(®Z2)®(®(Z2q.®Z2qi)) for some

nonzero integers qly q2) , qr. Since (M, r) is obtained from the basic manifolds
with involutions by the Operations, we see from Remark 3 that any given

nonzero integers can be taken as qly q2ί — , qr.

Lemma 8. Even if the numbers s and p in the assumption of Lemma 7 are

odd, the same assertion of Lemma 7 holds.

Proof. We can check that t, s—l, r, p—l, m} n, gly g2ί ~ ,gmί clt c2, — ,
cs-ι> c

s—l> cs+ι> %">cn satisfy the assumption of Lemma 7. Hence there exists
(M',τf) with data [t,s—l, r,ρ— I;g1,g2, — ,̂ ; cl9 c2ί •••Jcs_lJ cs— 1, cs+1, — ,cj.
Applying Operation 3 to (M1 , T') and A2 (A2 has the data [0, 1, 0, 1; 1]), we

can obtain (M, r) with the data [t3 s,r,p; gly g2 ,-••,&,; clf c2ί ••-, cn}.

This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 5. We may assume that X consists of p points, m closed
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orientable surfaces Ely E2, " ,Em of genera gly g2, •••,£,» and n closed nonorien-

table surfaces Fly F2y * ,Fn of nonorientable genera cly c2y ~ ,cn such that £, >0

or — 0 according to whether \<i<m' or m'<i<m for some m' and Cj is

odd(Φl), even or 1 according to whether \<j<s> s+l<j<n' or ri-{-\<j<n

for some s and n' '. By conditions (l)-(7), we can see that the given abelian

group G is isomorphic to (S+0" Z2)0(0(Z2ffί0Z2^)0(φZ)0.B®jB, where

r= (βι(Gι Z2)—β1(G)—s)/2, B is some abelian group of odd order, and

ty qly q2, ,qr

 are some integers. We can check that the numbers t—m-\-mr,

s, ry p+n—n'y m' y ri y gly g2y •• ,gm', cly c2y •••, cnr satisfy the assmption of Lemma

7 or 8.
Hence by Lemma 7 or 8 and Remark 4 there exists (Mly τλ) with data

[t-m + m'y syryp + n-ri\glyg2y —,gm>\ cly c2y—ycn,} and Tor H^M^ Z)β

(®Z2)@(®(Z2q.®Z2q:)}. Prepare n— n' copies of A2 (with data [0, 1, 0, 1 1])

and m—m' copies A7(0) (with data [0, 0, 0, 0; 0; ]). Applying Operation 2

n— n' times and Operation 4 m—m' times, we have a manifold M2 with data

[ty s+n—n'y ryp\glyg2> — ,&,; cly c2y ~ ycn] .

Consider a manifold M3 with H^M^ Z)^B and apply Operation 1 to M2

and M3. We denote the resulting manifold with involution by (My T). Then

we can see that HJM, Z)^G and Fix(τ, M)=X.

This completes the proof.
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